Generated topic label, an alternative representation of topics learned by topic model, is widely used to help the user interpret the topics more efficiently. A major challenge now is to label a discovered topic accurately in an objective way. This article introduces a novel graph-based ranking model (TLRank), to find a meaningful topic label with high Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination. The model applies a specific strategy that suppresses or enhances the matrix transition probability according to the textual similarity between vertices (sentences) and the characteristics of vertices respectively. Moreover, to boost diversity and enhance performance, TLRank scores the candidate sentences and refrains redundancy of topic labels simultaneously in a single labeling process. In our experiments, the evaluation results showed that the TLRank model significantly and consistently outperformed the prevailing state-of-the-art and classic models in topic labeling task.
I. INTRODUCTION
The topic model is a very important technique in natural language processing, such as information retrieval and text mining, and the results of topic discovery are usually a set of high-frequency terms [1] . A user needs to observe all the top terms of topics to scrutinize the discovered results. Unfortunately, it is impossible for a user to fully understand a topic and distinguish between different topics merely due to the high-frequency terms of topics, especially when the user is not familiar with the literature in the corpus [2] . Although the manual topic label is more interpretive and understandable, labeling topics need considerable human labor to review massive data of the corpus. Moreover, it tends to add subjective opinions to the manual label unconsciously.
It is well known that automatic labeling methods to generate meaningful labels for discovered topics assist with topic interpretation. This work received more attention and was very challenging. The existing studies use phrases, summaries, or images to enhance the interpretation of topics, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Donghyun Kim. e.g., based on phrases [3] - [12] , summaries [2] , [13] , [14] or images [12] , [15] - [17] .
However, in most cases, the description of phrases is usually insufficient due to their finite length, and the images can only be used to assist in specific scenes. Automatic summarization methods generate a summary (a paragraph in common) which including the most important information of the document. This is mainly based on two approaches: abstractive [18] - [23] and extractive [2] , [13] , [24] - [33] . As the abstractive approaches are highly complex, the researchers generally focus more on extractive ones. Thus, automatic summarization could be the preferable choice to assemble the topics label by the extractive sentences manner.
The processing of the existing studies mainly divided into two separate parts, i.e. scoring the sentences and choosing the appropriate ones [30] . These models usually have a lower upper bound of the algorithm. Because they do not take into account the redundancy of generating summary in the ranking process, the ranking results do not really reflect the importance of sentences. Therefore, the accuracy of the ranking order will be weakened [13] , [25] . Wan and Wang [2] proposed a submodular optimization model, and Ren et al. [13] contributed a sentence regression method based on deep VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ neural network. Both studies combined sentence scoring and extracting in a single process to work based on greedy algorithm. This is useful for designing efficient approximation algorithms of intractable NP-hard problem. However, it is very expensive.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate and propose a novel redundancy-aware graph-based ranking model, TLRank. The purpose is to extract salient sentences from a corpus automatically and generate meaningful labels with minimum redundancy for the discovered LDA-style topics. Since the graph-based ranking algorithm considers the whole picture, rather than relying solely on the local specific vertex information, TLRank would reach the final global optimum effectively and address the issue of high computing costs efficiently. Moreover, the textual summaries generated by TLRank are more accurate, and explicitly in line with the three critical criteria proposed by Mei et al. [3] and Wan and Wang [2] , namely, high Relevance, Coverage and Discrimination for all topics. The critical part of this paper, i.e. labeling discovered topics process, decomposed into three stages, is shown in Fig. 1 .
(1) In order to improve the processing efficiency of the system for each topic, we select the most relevant 500 sentences in the corpus sentence collections according to the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) proposed by Wan and Wang [2] . Then we set up the candidate sentences sets and fetch the top ones to assemble into a topic label, named label-B. The method of generating label-B is called Baseline in the subsequent experimental section.
TLRank model consists of two processes, i.e. TLRank-C and TLRank-G, corresponding to stage 2 and stage 3 respectively.
(2) In stage 2, the major work is to identify forging the overall centrality in the final three centrality features of each candidate sentence. According to the ranking score based on the overall centrality of sentences, the TLRank-C process generates a topic label (called label-C) for each discovered topic. The most crucial output in this stage is the overall centrality of each candidate sentence. This is also the essential foundation for the work of TLRank-G in the next stage.
(3) In the final stage, candidate sentences can be used as vertices to create a text graph. A transition matrix (TM in short) is also established according to overall centrality value.
TLRank-G suppresses or enhances the probability of TM with a specific strategy to make it possible in a single graph-based ranking process. This process scores the candidate sentences and refrains the redundancy of generating topic label (called label-G). In the end, the processing boosts the diversity of label-G and further improves the performance of the labeling task.
The experimental results show that the TLRank model can generate the topic label with higher Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination. Thus it significantly and consistently outperforms the prevailing state-of-the-art and classic models in topic labeling task.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents and discusses the related work. In Section 3 and 4, we introduce our redundancy-aware graph-based ranking model. Section 5 describes the experimental settings and details, followed by the Result and Discussion in Section 6, and finally in Section 7, we present our conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The topics discovered by topic modeling technology are usually represented by an ordered list with the highest marginal probabilities terms w i based on p r (w i |z), where z represents LDA-style topic [1] . Aiming to help users understand topics clearly, Blei and Lafferty [34] described a method for visualizing topics extending LDA model to generate the multi-word distribution of topics. Their method found significant n-grams related to a topic, which were then used to help understand and interpret the underlying distribution. Obviously, it is not enough to assist users with the interpretations of topics. Therefore, to help users understand, researchers developed many labeling methods to generate descriptive and meaningful textual labels automatically.
Most of the existing work exploits phrases to label topics. For example, Mei et al. [3] uses an unsupervised method to generate meaningful phrases for LDA-style topics. This uses lexical association measures to extract bigram collocations from the document sets modeled by topic-modeled technology. The technique then ranks them according to the KL differences for each topic. Lau et al. [4] proposed a supervised method that utilized Wikipedia and top-ranking topic terms to choose candidate phrases and then fetch the best by ranking. Kou et al. [5] proposed a framework for labeling topics based on word vectors and letter trigram vectors. The general label, a chunk containing at least one word in the set of top 10 terms, can be found by means of the similarity between the topic and its vectors. Although, an accurate phrase topic label is efficient and concise, it may not be enough to express the rich topics.
Recently, attention is being paid to the well-researched automatic summarization technology and exploiting it to provide better topic labels that contain richer content than top terms. Basave et al. [14] introduced a framework to address the problems that the summarization method had with the external sources when the relevant topics did not exist there. The algorithms of the given framework are independent and only rely on the identification of dominant words in documents related to the topics learned from Twitter. In order to obtain the ideal topic labels with high Relevance, Coverage and Discrimination, Wan and Wang [2] were the first to propose a novel method of two stages base on submodular optimization to generate sentences with the definite length for each discovered topics. Ultimately, the evaluation results showed that the topic labels generated by their method achieved high level and demonstrated that the use of summaries, as topic labels outperformed the use of words and phrases.
Baralis et al. [35] proposed a novel and general-purpose summarizer, GRAPHSUM, which represents correlations among multiple terms by discovering association rules, and adopts a graph-based ranking and a specified strategy to choose significant sentences for summarization. Ren et al. [13] presented a novel neural network model to identify features of sentences and automatically learn contextual relations between them. The model scores and chooses sentences based on a greedy algorithm in a single process. Although experimental results show that it is as good as that of Wan and Wang [2] , the computational costs of both the models are enormous.
In this paper, we propose a graph-based ranking algorithm to solve the problem of computing inefficiency, and random walks algorithm using PageRank [36] , LexRank [29] and TextRank [37] for reference. Brin and Page [36] proposed the PageRank model, which involves a damping factor that can give a small chance to jump randomly to any vertex, as follows, F
where p(x) is the weight of vertex x, N is the number of vertices in the graph, In(y) indicates the set of vertices (predecessors) that point to vertex y, Out (x) is the set of vertices (successors) that vertex x points to, and # represents the count of the set. The d is a low probability damping factor, and it aims to jump to any vertex in the graph with a certain random probability from the current vertex.
With damping factor d, the transition matrix (M ) in the PageRank model is ((1-d)/N) E+dM, so that the value of each element in M is more than 0 and M is a positive matrix. It means that M is both primitive and irreducible. Therefore, the PageRank model is strictly a Markov chain, which enables the random walk algorithm to avoid falling into the local optimum trap, and a unique stationary vector can then be obtained by power method [7] , [36] , [38] . The above analysis also makes sense for the following Eq. (2, 3).
Erkan and Radev [29] proposed a stochastic graph-based method (LexRank) to measure the importance of sentences. In this paper, we utilized LexRank to generate descriptive labels for the discovered topics.
where sim(x,y) represents the cosine similarity between vertex x and y, #Out (x) sim(x,y)>t denotes the count of vertex set that x point to y when sim(x,y) is above the threshold t, moreover, the weight of each vertex is equally distributed to all its adjacent vertices. TextRank [37] can be seen to some extent as an improvement of LexRank, and the equation is described as follows.
where edge xy represents the similarity between vertex x and y, it is especially important that vertex x votes to y according to the proportion of edge xy in z∈Out(x) edge xz , which denotes the sum of weights of edges from x points to its adjacent vertices. TextRank does not apply an average strategy to distribute weights in the voting process. Thus, the most representative text can be effectively found.
Referring to Eq. (3), if we let edge xy = 1 when the sim(x, y) > t (t is a given threshold), and let edge xy = 0 in other cases, then the TextRank will become LexRank eventually.
Unlike LexRank and TextRank that both vote based on the similarity between vertices, TLRank does that according to the Relevance with the topic, so it effectively avoids the undesirable impact of noise data [29] .
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION A. TOPIC DISCOVERED BY LDA MODEL
The Latent Dirichlet Allocation [1] model is a Bayesian mixture model for a discrete database on the ''word bag'' hypothesis, as an unsupervised modeling technique, it is widely used in the discovery of latent semantic topics in large-scale text collections. A topic discovered by the LDA modeling approaches is a soft-cluster of weighted terms based on their co-occurrence in the documentation set [39] .
In our research, according to Hornik and Grün [40] , the number of topics k for an LDA model has to be fixed a-priori, and the estimation methods used to fit the model are the VEM (variational expectation maximization) algorithm and Gibbs algorithm.
A topic θ learned by topic modeling is a probability distribution of terms {p θ (w)} w∈V where V is a vocabulary set of the corpus. Besides, for each topic θ , we have w∈V p θ (w) = 1 [8] . VOLUME 7, 2019 B. TOPIC LABEL In this paper, for interpreting the discovered topics, we extract the appropriate sentences to generate a more meaningful and concise topic label for each topic. According to Wan and Wang [2] and the recommended definition of the length of the summary in recent TAC and DUC conferences, topic label length is limited to 250 words.
In general, a good topic label should satisfy the following three important criteria [2] , [3] :
(1) Semantically relevant, it is well known that a topic label with a higher Relevance to the topic would convey more accurate true meaning to the user.
(2) Coverage, higher Coverage of topics could bring integrity and fidelity of information to ensure that users can avoid being misled by incomplete information.
(3) Discrimination, if a label has Relevance to many topics at the same time, it will become meaningless because of its poor representativeness of the discovered topics. Thus, a higher Discrimination will result in better topic labels.
The overlap between sentences result in redundancy, considering the finite length of the topic label. So, we select sentences that have smaller similarity with each other and stronger representative to others, to mitigate the redundancy and boost the diversity.
C. TOPIC PSEUDO SENTENCE
A centroid is a set of terms to represent a cluster of document collection and illustrate important statistical characteristics. The discovered topics modeled by the LDA-style approaches can be approximately represented with their major features, i.e. choosing top 500 terms of the discovered topic into a term set V top500θ [2] to alternatively represent the centroid of a discovered topic.
In addition, since a centroid of the discovered topic and a topic label generated by labeling method have different representations, it is hard to directly evaluate the quality of the generated topic labels by computing their similarity [3] . In order to address this issue, we convert the centroid terms set to a pseudo-sentence, which consists of top 500 topic terms and does not contain syntax and grammar. In this way, we can consider a topic pseudo sentence (TPS) as a discovered topic, and it can be described as follows.
where the p θ (w) indicates the probability of word w in the topic θ , V top500θ represents the top 500 terms set of topic θ.
According to the study on extending term vector to sentence vector [41] , we apply weighted additive method [42] to present the centroid of the sentence by tfidf in term vector, so its equation is defined as follows.
where s represents the centroid of the sentence, and S denotes the words set in the sentence. In addition, the centroid value of a sentence to a specific discovered topic is to sum all the terms conditional probability in that topic [43] . In the light of Graph Theory and Network Analysis, centrality is an indicator to determine the significance of a vertex in a network [44] . Moreover, Erkan and Radev [29] argue that if a sentence contains more words from the centroid of the cluster, it would be considered more central.
IV. THE TLRANK MODEL
Inspired by the studies [2] , [29] , [37] , we propose a novel automatic summarization method base on the ranking of directed complete graph, which is divided into three stages: (1) choose candidate sentences process; (2) TLRank based on overall centrality process, TLRank-C in short; (3) TLRank based on graph-based ranking process, TLRank-G in short.
A. CANDIDATE SENTENCES CHOOSING PROCESS
In the first stage, we select the most relevant sentences to set up the candidate sentences sets for each discovered topic.
Bigi [45] argues that the KLD method outperforms the conventional methods involving the tfidf method. Using KLD measured similarity between the topic label and TPS is an effective approach in topics labeling task according to Wan and Wang [2] . For the KLD, equation is defined as follows.
where TPS (θ) denotes the TPS of discovered topic θ , s represents the corresponding topic label or sentence in the corpus, V Tps represents the words set of TPS, SW denotes the words set of sentence s after removing digital, stop words and terms with length less than threshold m (minimum term length), tf (w, s) represents the frequency of w in s, and len(s) denotes the count of SW. According to the strategy introduced by Bigi [45] , if a word w is not in SW , the tf (w, s)/len(s) would be replaced with min {p θ (w)} w∈V that is the smallest probability of a term in topic θ . In this stage, we apply the approach of Wan and Wang [2] to extract the top 500 sentences from the current corpus for each discovered topic, and then take them as candidate sentences sets (CSSets).
B. THE TLRank-C PROCESS
In this section, we first identify the three central features of candidate sentences, and then forge them to overall centrality. According to the ranking order based on the centrality value of sentences, we generate a topic label for each discovered topic.
1) RELEVANCE CENTRALITY
The Relevance centrality (RelCen) is a measurement based on the textual similarity between the candidate sentence and TPS, which is computed using the following equation.
RelCen(s, θ) = exp(KLD(TPS(θ), s) −1 ) len(s) a (7) where s represents the candidate sentence, the exponential smoothing parameter a is used to optimize the result,
To RelCen, because of the TPS length being fixed at 500, its effect is ignored in Eq. (7) , and only the effect of the length of the candidate sentence s is considered.
2) COVERAGE CENTRALITY
It is quite intuitive that a candidate sentence with good Coverage should contain as many different words as possible, which is very similar to the diverse requirements of multi-document summaries.
In addition, according to the study of Arora and Ravindran [46] , the sum of probability of different non-repetitive words in the sentence can well reflect the sentence Coverage to the topic. So the Coverage centrality (CovCen) equation is shown as follows.
where s represents a candidate sentence. In a topic, the extents of coverage of different words vary from each other. The larger p θ (w) value a word w has, the stronger representativeness of topic it has. Thus, a sentence s will achieve a higher coverage of the topic if the CovCen(s, θ) has a higher value. According to the coverage evaluation equation of summary in the study of Wan and Wang [2] , we argue that Eq. (8) can be a good criterion to consider the coverage of candidate sentences to the topic. It is fully illustrated by the experimental result in Table 2 in Section VI. According to Eq. (8), the CovCen of any candidate sentence would be certainly greater than 0. Thus, it ensures that our proposed TLRank model converges to a unique vector within finite iteration. The more specific details will be further discussed in Section IV (C).
3) DISCRIMINATION CENTRALITY
Referring to Eq. (8), we argue that the importance of a sentence s belonging to the topic θ can be measured by the ratio of the Cov (s, θ) to Cov (s, θ). The higher the ratio is, the more important to the topic θ and the more discriminative to other topics the sentence s is. So, the Discrimination centrality (DisCen) equation can be written as follows.
where U represents a set of all the discovered topics.
4) OVERALL CENTRALITY
The three centrality features of the candidate sentence (RelCen, CovCen and DisCen) are corresponding to the three criteria for evaluating the quality of topic labels (Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination). The purpose is to identify the three centrality features that aim to find suitable sentences and hence improve the three evaluating scores of the topic labels generated by our method. In order to use a scale value to measure the sentences in the ranking process, we introduce a new concept, overall centrality (OC). This combines the three centrality features to estimate the overall quality of sentences and generates summaries. This way, we achieve a satisfactory balance among the three evaluating criteria. Moreover, the overall centrality of sentence s y (OC y ) equation is defined as follows.
OC y = αRelCen(s y , θ) + βDisCen(s y , θ)
where α and β are proportion parameter to be empirically set, and it has α > 0, β > 0, α + β < 1.
C. THE TLRank-C PROCESS
In this section, candidate sentences in CSSets are used as vertices to create a directed complete graph, and a novel graph-based ranking algorithm is given accordingly. We will accomplish the following tasks. First, a transition matrix (TM) is established according to overall centrality value, and then, the transition probability TM xy between vertex-pairs is suppressed according to their relationship and enhanced base on their Degree (a characteristic of each vertex). Thence we can ensure that TM is the transition matrix of a Markov chain and the random walk algorithm can converge to a stable state after a finite number of iterations. Finally, we generate a topic label for each discovered topic based on the TLRank-G score.
1) DIRECTED COMPLETE GRAPH
Consider G = (Vertices, Edges) to be a directed complete graph, x, y ∈ Vertices, Cand x = y, C edge xy ∈ Edges represents the weight of edge from x points to y and its original value can be derived from the overall centrality of vertex y (sentence s y ). Here, it has edge xy = OC y , which means that vertex x votes to y based on the overall centrality value of vertex y. In this graph, the weights of edges are the critical factor in determining the transition matrix, which directly defines the output of the graph-based ranking algorithm. Therefore, it is feasible to modify the weights of edges in the graph to adjust the ranking results.
2) SUPPRESS WEIGHT OF EDGE
In order to refrain the redundancy of the topic label during the generating process, the sentence which has the smallest similarity with those existing in the topic label set should be chosen preferably [2] , [25] . Therefore, one of the important tasks of our ranking method is to ensure that the sentence in the back position of the ranked order keeps the similarity as small as possible with the ones ahead.
In this paper, we use the Jaccard distance to measure the similarity between two vertices (sentences) in the graph. In general, for two sentences s x and s y , the Jaccard distance equation is defined as follows.
If vertex x (s x ), and y (s y ) in the graph are similar, and it has OC x > OC y , then the edge xy should be suppressed, and the suppression coefficient bases on the value VOLUME 7, 2019 of similarity_Jaccard(s x , s y ). The edge xy which has been suppressed can be described as follows.
edge xy = edge xy e similarity_Jaccard(s x ,s y ) (12)
3) ENHANCE WEIGHT OF EDGE
If the similarity between two vertices surpasses the threshold t, the Degree count of both vertices is increased by 1 [29] .
If a vertex has a higher Degree, it means that the vertex is similar to much more vertices and has stronger representativeness. Thus, the corresponding sentence should be chosen preferentially into the topic label set.
In order to avoid the effects of sentence length, the Degree of vertex should be normalized before using. We exploit the following equation, shown as Eq. (13) . Then enhance edge •y which represents a set of all adjacent vertices that point to vertex y to improve the representativeness of vertex y. We derive the following equation, shown as Eq. (14).
where Degree y is Degree of vertex y, edge ·y represents the weights set of all the vertices pointing to vertex y, CSSets denotes the candidate sentences sets, x∈CSSets Degree x represents the sum of Degree value of all vertices in graph G, γ indicates a base number parameter to be set empirically.
In addition, if the Degree y is zero, the edge ·y would be unchanged.
4) GRAPH-BASED RANKING PROGRESSING
According to Eq. (8-10, 12), edge xy > 0 and edge xy = edge yx in any conditions. That ensures creating a weighted directed complete graph. Furthermore, it obtains the global optimal results and avoids falling into local optimal issues in the graph-based ranking process. For TLRank-G ranking, the score of a vertex y is defined as follows.
Considering Eq. (3), if we let damping factor d = 0, TLRank will look like a simplified version of TextRank [37] . In order to figure out why Eq. (15) can eventually converge to a stable value, we will discuss it below.
According to Erkan and Radev [29] , we can get the transition matrix from Eq. (15), and it can be written as follows.
Based on the above analysis, we can consider that TM xy > 0 in any case, and therefore it is certain that TM (a stochastic transition matrix) must be a positive matrix. Thus, because TM is an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain, our graphbased algorithm will converge to a stable state within finite iterative steps [29] . For this reason, refer to Eq. (1-3), the ''damping factor'' d is bypassed in TLRank model.
It should be noted that the hyper-parameters involved in all the equations in this paper will be described in detail in the following experimental part, Section V(A).
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATA SETS
We also used two different public document collections: SIGMOD 1 and APNews 2 [2] , [3] . After a series of pretreatment involving stemming, removing stop words, etc., in total there were 3016 and 2246 documents, 22105 and 46043 sentences, 8252 and 25902 vocabularies in the SIGMOD and APNews respectively.
2) TOPIC DISCOVERY
In this paper, all methods are implemented based on R. we utilized both R tools packages: topicmodels and tm 3 to model the two corpora, and use two estimation methods: VEM and Gibbs for the LDA function. For the Gibbs method, it is necessary to fix the parameter k = 25 and set the parameters burnin = 1000, thin = 100, iter = 1000. If two estimation methods apply in two corpora, we obtain four different cases, i.e. SIGMOD VEM, SIGMOD Gibbs, APNews VEM and APNews Gibbs. Finally, we learn topics using LDA models in each case.
3) MODEL PARAMETERS
The parameter values in our experiment directly borrowed from previous research or empirically set are a = 0.85, α = 0.3, β = 0.4, γ = 2.25, t = 0.2 and m = 3. Especially, the parameter a usually can be adjusted in the range 0-1 according to the experimental dataset.
B. LABELING MODELS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, some classical and state-of-the-art models are compared experimentally. CSSets serve as input to all comparison labeling models, and the outputs of each labeling model is a topic label with the finite length for all discovered topics. All comparison labeling models are listed as follows.
1) BASELINE
The top sentences in the CSSets can be directly extracted to generate the topic label (label-B). It means that the Baseline approach only considers the Relevance feature to choose sentences for generating a topic label.
2) LexRank
The LexRank 4 model applies a strategy of vote equally to related vertices in the graph-based ranking process. It proposes a graph-based automatic summarization method for the first time [29] . Besides, it can also find the most representative sentences to generate topic labels for the discovered topics.
3) TextRank
TextRank 5 is regarded to some extent as an improvement of LexRank. In this case, if two vertices are more similar, they vote more to each other [37] .
4) SUBMODULAR
It is a model of automatic labeling topic based on submodular optimization, called Submodular. It scores and chooses sentences based on a greedy algorithm in a single process [2] .
5) TLRank-C
As mentioned in Section IV (B), TLRank-C process is the first phase of TLRank, and generates a topic label (label-C) based on over centrality of candidate sentences.
6) TLRank-G
As mentioned in Section IV (C), TLRank-G process is the last phase of TLRank, and generates a topic label (label-G) based on the graph-based scores ranking.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we firstly evaluated the different labeling methods with automatic measures in four different cases, SIGMOD VEM, SIGMOD Gibbs, APNews VEM and APNews Gibbs. At the end, we evaluated the result via human evaluation. It is to be noted that the length of the topic label is defined as 250 by default.
A. EVALUATION OF LABELING METHODS
Our evaluation metrics mainly followed the framework proposed by Wan and Wang [2] , applying four measures as follows:
1) RELEVANCE
For each labeling method, we computed the Relevance (using KLD method) between the topic labels and corresponding TPS in the four different cases and then averaged the Relevance of all topics in each case. The results are presented in Table 1 revealed that TLRank-G had the lowest value in case of SIGMOD Gibbs and APNews VEM, and second only to the minimum in other cases, while the gap between them was minimal [2] .
In particular, we found that the Relevance of TLRank and Baseline were very close in the Gibbs estimation mode, and the Baseline method even had a weak lead in the case of APNews Gibbs. The reason can be referred to Fig. 4(D) . It is interesting that although the RelCen feature is the only criteria for the Baseline method to choose sentences, TLRank still has the optimal Relevance value under the most cases of different 5 TextRank Model implemented by textrank (R tools package) topic labels lengths. This is because TLRank does its best to improve the Relevance through effectively controlling the redundancy and boosting the diversity of the topic label. This issue is further discussed in following Section VI (D).
In general, according to the experimental results, the TLRank model outperforms other methods and is stable and available in all four cases.
2) COVERAGE
For each labeling method, we computed the Coverage -the ratio of the top 20 topic terms in the corresponding topic label-for each topic in the four different cases. Then we fetched the average, min, and max from the Coverages of all topics in each case. The reason that choosing the top 20 terms instead of 500 was that the top 20 terms were more significant than the rest and we paid more attention towards the more representative top ones [2] .
The results presented in Table 2 show that our model performed better than the others in most cases. Even in the worst cases of SIGMOD VEM and APNews Gibbs, TLRank ranks second and very close to the first. One possible reason is that because the length of the topic label is limited to 250, the number of sentences contained in the topic label is relatively small that indirectly limits the space to improve Coverage by the TLRank. Another reason could be that of the topic label where the Coverage is computed by the top 20 terms of each topic, rather than by the 500 terms applied to compute the CovCen of candidate sentence. Therefore, the existing deviation may be reasonable, and it is expected that the accidental decrease of Coverage is due to the combination of these factors as mentioned above. This issue of Coverage is further discussed in Section VI (D) that follows.
3) DISCRIMINATION
For each labeling method, we computed Discrimination (the cosine similarity between the topic label and the corresponding TPS) for each topic in the four different cases. Then we fetched the average, min, and max from the Discriminations of all topics in each case [2] .
As obvious from Table 3 , Submodular and TLRank are the best among the labeling methods. Further, the Discrimination value of TLRank is much closer to the Submodular when TLRank ranks second. However, the gap gets obviously wider with others when TLRank ranks first. In addition, comparing with the Baseline method, we found that the improved effectiveness of our approach in the case of Gibbs was much lesser than that in the case of VEM. The reason can be seen from Table 5. In the same corpus, between different topics learned in the case of Gibbs, the similarity is much smaller than that in the case of VEM. In other words, VEM preserves the connections between topics, while Gibbs pays more attention to the differences between topics. Therefore, it left very limited room for TLRank to improve the Discrimination when the discovered topics are quite different from each other in the case of Gibbs.
According to Table 5 , the topics of APNews are more differentiated than those of SIGMOD, which is consistent with our intuition. News corpus is more divergent than collections of scientific literature. So the clustering centers naturally will be more diverse. As evident from Table 3 , in the case of APNews Gibbs, TLRank provides the best result without too much effort, though all other methods also perform well. That shows that our method is effective and stable in terms of improving the Discrimination between topic labels.
4) DUPLICATION
The label length and noisy data can easily interfere with the use of similarity to measure the Discrimination between topic labels. In this regard, the present study proposes an intuitive method to measure the Discrimination quality of the topic label considering the number of duplicated sentences in topic label set for each topic.
The method is described in the following steps: (1) for all topic-label-pairs, count the number of duplicated sentences and sum them up to the given ''Dup Number''; (2) accumulate the number of sentences contained in all topic labels to the ''Total''; (3) let ''Dup Ratio'' value is that ''Dup Number'' divided by ''Total'', if the value is big, it means that there is serious confusion between different topic labels generated by this method, and user can hardly capture the difference between topic labels of each topic.
As evident from Table 4 , the ''Total'' value of the Baseline is lower than other methods in all four cases. The fixed length of the topic label depicts that the Baseline method prefers longer sentences. A comparison of Table 1 , 2, 3, and 4 shows that if the topic label contains fewer sentences, it commonly has a terrible Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination. In addition, for the same corpus, the ''Dup Ratio'' is smaller in the case of Gibbs estimation mode, which is consistent with the information in Table 5 .
Compared with other approaches, LexRank and TextRank always have the highest values of ''Dup Number'' under all cases. It suggests that both methods do not have to deal with the redundancy in the labeling process, at the same time. The highest ''Total'' value suggests that they prefer the shorter sentences. Generally, for the ''Dup Number'' in Table 4 , TLRank is always second to the best and for the ''Dup Ratio'', it is the best except for the Submodular model.
According to the above experimental results, our method is the best, practical, stable, and outperforms the contrast methods.
5) MANUAL EVALUATION OF TOPIC LABELS
We evaluated the results of four different labeling methods (LexRank, TextRank, Submodular, and TLRank) via manual evaluation in the two different cases, SIGMOD VEM and SIGMOD Gibbs.
According to Wan and Wang [2] and Kou et al. [5] , we had four human annotators who manually score the topic labels generated. In addition to offering the collection of relevant documents that is necessary to help understand the topics, we provide each human annotator with the top 20 terms of each topic and corresponding topic labels generated by different methods. It should be noted that the topic labels we provide to each annotator are anonymous. The annotators do not know which labels were generated by which methods.
Besides, we require each annotator to consider the following three aspects when they are scoring the topic labels: the Relevance between the label and the corresponding topic, the Coverage of the topic label, the Discrimination between the different topic labels. It needs annotators to score the topic labels in three aspects separately, and then average the three scores for each topic label.
Regarding the manual evaluation of topic labels generated, previous works mainly adopt the Likert scale, a common rating format of evaluation or scoring [47] . There are two main approaches in common use: the scale of five points [48] and four points [2] , [5] , [49] . Our scale of four points is described in Table 6 . The scores of topic labels generated range from 0 to 3, with 0 representing the worst, and 3 the best. Besides, the floating-point number is allowed as a score.
Finally, we average the scores across all topics from the four annotators. The overall scores of the topic label in the cases of SIGMOD VEM and SIGMOD Gibbs are shown in Table 7 . According to the experimental results, the higher the scores are, the better the topic labels are. It shows that our method outperforms the contrast methods in all cases.
Furthermore, it seems that TLRank is more appropriate to label the discovered LDA-style topics when using the VEM estimation method. This issue will be further discussed in the following Section VI (D).
6) TOPIC COHERENCE AND TOPIC LABEL EVALUATION
The quality of topic labels generated is affected by the discovered topics. If a topic has rich content, the topic label generated will appear extensive, and the consistency between the different sentences in the label will be lower.
Generally, we can apply coherence measures on each topic to measure the quality of the topic label generated [50] . According to Lau and Baldwin . [51] , there is a significant impact of cardinality hyper-parameter on topic coherence. In our study, we apply the approach from Wan and Wang [2] and set the cardinality as 500, so the topic label generated will be more diverse.
If a topic label has a higher semantic Relevance with the discovered topic, it can be better to represent and explain the topic. The topic label generated could clearly and accurately convey the true meaning to the audiences and help them understand the topic.
Higher Coverage brings integrity and fidelity of information. The topic label with a higher Coverage can ensure that the audiences do not misunderstand or even distorts the real intention of the topic.
There are not only differences but also intrinsic connections among the topics, which are inherent in the content carried by most documents in the same corpus. Especially for scientific literature (SIGMOD), there is certain inheritance and evolution relationship among some topics due to the crossover and development of disciplinary knowledge.
Generally, we find that there exist some connections between the topics themselves (e.g., common foundation or evolutionary relationship), and the connections are usually expressed by overlapping of a certain number of top topic terms, which have different probability distributions in the corresponding topics. Therefore, the more duplications in topic labels generated between different topics, the more likely it is to confuse the meaning of each topic and lead to poor representativeness of the topic label.
B. TLRANK SCORE VS. RELCEN, COVCEN AND DISCEN
Here, the TLRank-C score and TLRank-G score are separate outputs of the two phases of TLRank, called TLRank score briefly.
To some extent, the Pearson correlation coefficient can be used to reflect the degree of correlation between the candidate sentence features and the output of the two stages of TLRank. As shown in Fig. 2 , the TLRank score has a strong positive linear correlation with RelCen and CovCen. In particular, for the SIGMOD corpus, there is a certain degree of correlation between TLRank score and DisCen, while for APNews corpus, there is no correlation between them.
We know that the Pearson coefficient can only reflect a linear correlation. Hence, the scatter plots were employed to visualize the relationship between TLRank feature space and the centrality features of candidate sentences. The aim was to explore how to use TLRank score to find the sentences with high Relevance, Coverage and Discrimination in the case of APNews VEM. The reason to choose the case of APNews VEM was that in Fig. 2 , the R-value between DisCen and TLRank-C score was the lowest.
As shown in Fig. 3(A, D) , for most of the vertices, a higher TLRank-C score has a higher RelCen. The two types values have a linear positive correlation distribution. Besides, according to Fig. 3(B, E) , most of the vertices with higher TLRank-C score show a positive correlation with their Cov-Cen values.
In this experiment, the k is set to 25 for LDA discovery [1] . If a sentence belongs to each topic equally, the probability of it to represent each topic is equal to 0.04 (1/25). In Fig. 3(C) , most of the vertices (sentences) are scattered irregularly on the left and right sides with 0.04 axis, and 
R 2
=-0.00164. It means that there is no correlation between them. In Fig. 3(F) , the average of DisCen of any sentence can only be 0.04, so the correlation is meaningless.
From the above facts, the sentence with high TLRank scores mostly has high RelCen and CovCen. It means using TLRank score can distinguish significant sentences effectively. As obvious from Fig. 3(A, B, C) , the TLRank model tends to choose the critical sentences in the upper right, while ignoring the useless sentences in the lower left. However, this remarkable ability is still limited due to the fact that no apparent correlation relationship exists between the TLRank-C score and DisCen feature of candidate sentences and the Discrimination of topic label is still primarily limited to a large extent by the quality of discovered topics.
Finally, according to Fig. 3 and Tables 1 to 4, in comparison with other labeling methods, the TLRank model can generate a topic label with high Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination based TLRank score without directly using the RelCen, CovCen, and DisCen of the candidate sentences.
C. TLRank-C VS. TLRank-G According to Fig. 2 , there is a strong correlation between TLRank-C score and TLRank-G score. Meanwhile, it can be observed intuitively from Fig. 4 that for most vertices, the ranking position of TLRank-G score does not change much compared with that of TLRank-C score. This is also confirmed by the data in Table 8 .
To further illustrate the improvement effect of TLRank-G on TLRank-C results, an example is given below.
For convenience, unless the user wants to see all 500 terms of a topic, only the top 20 terms of this topic are shown in Table 9 . In addition, it should be noted that all these terms are stemmed words.
TLRank-C and TLRank-G generate a topic label of 100 words length for this topic, denoted as label-C and label-G respectively. The details are shown in Table 10 and Table 11 . Fig. 4 (B, C, D), for a vertex out of top 100, if the ranking changes significantly, there may be two reasons. One could be that it is greatly affected by the TLRank model, and the other could TABLE 10. The 100 words-length topic label generated by TLRank-C under a specific topic in the case of APNews Gibbs, where the column ''Label-C Sentences'' shows all the sentences in label-C, column ''C'' presents the index of sentences in label-C, column ''G'' denotes the index of sentences in label-G and # means that the current sentence is not contained in label-G. be the cumulative effect of change caused by the vertices that rank ahead of it. It seems that there is a certain distortion situation in Fig. 4 . However, because of the limitation to the topic label length, TLRank always ignores those interfering sentences with the lower ranking position.
Besides, as obvious from Fig. 4(A) , the ranking position of 103 vertices has not changed (see Table 8 ), while the amplitude of ranking position changed and the rest vertices varied within 15. In Fig. 4(A) and Fig. 4(B) , it can be seen that for the different LDA model approaches, the improved effect of the TLRank-C is still different even in the same corpus.
According to Table 10 and 11, label-C and label-G contain 4 and 5 sentences respectively, and the 3rd and 4th sentences of both labels are different. By comparing the contents of both labels, it can be seen that label-G has more top 20 terms, e.g. the word ''sale'' in label-G does not appear in label-C. Therefore, it seems that label-G has a higher Coverage than label-C.
Moreover, due to the restriction of topic label length, only the first word is reserved in the 5th sentence of label-G. If the label length is allowed to increase, the sentence will contain more words and get completed. In particular, according to Table 4 and Table 8 , TLRank-G prefers to use more sentences to generate topic labels than TLRank-C. Thus, it enables to reduce sentence overlap and boost the diversity.
After the TLRank-G processing, the sentences with original ranking 6th and 5th rise to 3rd and 4th in label-G, while the sentences with original ranking 3rd dropped to 5th in label-G.
Compared with the TLRank-C dealing with the label-C, TLRank-G adjusts the sentences of label-G to refrain the redundancy, and improve its Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination. The details are provided in Table 7 .
Therefore, combined with the analysis in the first two sections, the suppression and enhancement strategy of TLRank-G is reasonable and effective, the ranking results are stable and available, and the improvement to TLRank-C results is sufficient and significant.
D. COMPRESSION RATIO VS. VEM AND Gibbs
According to the analysis in the previous section, the number of critical sentences screened by the TLRank score is limited, as topic label length increases. How to choose more sentences is a severe test of the stability of the TLRank model.
To further understand the impact of compression ratio on the quality of topic label generating, we present a set of values: LenSet = {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000}. In case of different lengths in the LenSet, we plot line diagrams to visualize the difference between TLRank and Baseline method in terms of Relevance, Coverage, and Discrimination, and to observe the improvement of TLRank over Baseline, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6 .
In particular, in the case of Gibbs, the improvement level of TLRank against Baseline in terms of three indicators is in an irregular fluctuation state with the length changes. However, in the case of VEM, except for three negative cases (exceptions), the TLRank always has the best performance. Additionally, the overall improvement effect is still significant, which shows that our method is efficient and stable.
The anterior two exceptions occur when the topic label length is equal to 1000 (see Fig. 5(B) ), and is equal to 4000 (see Fig. 6(B) ), while the Coverage of TLRank method is overtaken by Baseline with a weak advantage. It is found that, as the length of the topic label increases, the Coverage value of TLRank increases, but the increasing trend keeps decreasing. According to Fig. 3(B) , the vertices with high TLRank score scatter in the upper right section and possess a high corresponding CovCen value, though there are not many of these ones. However, as the vertices' TLRank scores gradually decrease, these tend to gather to the lower left section, while their CovCen values differentiate seriously. In addition, the topic terms set used in the CovCen computing process is different. The Coverage of a topic label corresponds to Top 20 topic terms, while the CovCen of a sentence corresponds to Top 500 topic terms. So a certain deviation is inevitable besides the similar issue mentioned in Section VI (A)-2. Therefore, as more and more sentences are involved in the topic label, the advantage of TLRank continuously falls, the Coverage of TLRank gradually tends towards the Baseline, and even lowers than the Baseline in some cases occasionally.
The 3rd exception occurs in Fig. 6(A) , the Relevance of TLRank surpasses that of Baseline when the topic label length is 5000. Fig. 6(A) shows that contrary to our intuition, Baseline only considers RelCen centrality while choosing a sentence. However, its Relevance indicator is not as good as TLRank. There are two reasons for this. One is that Baseline does not deal with the redundancy of topic label and the other is that the improvement room of redundancy suppression by TLRank decreases with the increase in topic label length.
The topic label generated by Baseline (label-B) contains the least number of sentences (see the Total from Table 4 ), and the sentences in label-B are more similar. Therefore, label-B has a relatively high redundancy as mentioned in Section VI (A)-1. It is redundancy that limits the diversity and drops the possibility of joining more top 20 topic terms with label-B.
According to Fig. 4(A) and Table 8 , TLRank-G has the smallest change of ranking position of sentences under the case of SIGMOD VEM. Thus its efforts to refrain the redundancy is the weakest among all four cases. Consequently, as the topic label length increases, compared with Baseline (see Fig.6 (A) ), the improvement room of TLRank to restrain redundancy gradually decreases, and its advantage of Relevance gradually diminishes, eventually tending towards Baseline, or even higher than Baseline occasionally.
Furthermore, as per Fig.5 and Fig.6 , the TLRank model provides outstanding performance, better applicability, and stability when labeling the LDA-style topics learned by VEM estimation method. However, using Gibbs estimation method to discover topics, the improvement in Baseline method is still evident in most circumstances but lacks stability. Therefore, it can be concluded that TLRank is more appropriate to label the discovered LDA-style topics when using the VEM estimation method. Of course, TLRank still has practical significance in the case of Gibbs estimation method, because its results are very close to the best.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a novel graph-based ranking model, TLRank, to generate a topic label for each discovered topic to help the user understand discovered topics clearly. Experiments done on two corpora and subsequent analyses demonstrate that our method significantly and consistently outperforms the prevailing state-of-the-art and classic models in topic labeling tasks.
In summary, there are three key contributions of this paper. (1) We proposed a novel model to generate topic labels with high Relevance, Coverage, and topics-inter Discrimination.
(2) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate exploiting the strategy of suppressing and enhancing matrix transition probability to restrain the topic label redundancy and boost its diversity. (3) In a single graph-based ranking process, it improves the efficiency and accuracy of scoring and extracting the candidate sentences to assemble a topic label.
In this study, only the morphological similarity was used to compute the Relevance of candidate sentences. The effects of context, coreference, and discourse information have not been considered. Therefore, there is still room to further improve the existing scoring and extracting techniques in order to cater for selecting candidate sentences.
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